
Importance of Education to Society 

Society consists of individuals living together, working together, following set of norms, culture, values, 

beliefs for mutual benefits. Because here individuals live with one another, it is very important for them 

to be educated so that they can follow the routes of harmony and peace. 

Education styles the basis of all human behaviors in a society. Education is an engine that broadens the 

prospective of our wisdom with other constraints like emotional, social and economic prevailing in the 

surroundings. The behavior of any society depends upon their literacy level. Society that is deprived of 

education falls into unethical behavior, they just lack the ability to analyse what is right and what is 

incorrect. 

Education to a society is very important as they not only secure their lives with correct decisions but also 

deal logically, practically and cordially with the norms, policies, regulations, beliefs framed by the 

government or higher authorities for a better living. 

When a society in whole is educated, they are independent enough to fulfill their needs and desires as 

they find employment opportunities as per their conditions. Not only this if a society in whole is 

educated, the younger generation will automatically be in safer hands, they will develop a sense of 

responsibility towards their members as well as the nation at an early age as they will too follow the 

footsteps of the elders they live with. 

Education to society is important because that is the only means through which they will gain 

knowledge on various socio-economic factors, about healthy living, how to free the nation from poverty, 

inequality and raise women for a better tomorrow. 

If the society is educated, they will not follow the old customs and myths, they will stop some unethical 

practices like child marriage, getting dowry, and practicing sati etc. instead they will work for 

empowering children, women. 

It is only through education a society can set up an exceptional government for their country. 

The more educated they are, the more they will understand the value of choosing the right government 

for the country. Educated society can abolish the practices that are not benefiting the people and can 

demand for alterations. 

The educated society will help in building a nation that is rich with its infrastructure, advanced with 

technology, ahead in science and medicines, educated rural pupils, strong with army and other forces. If 

the society is educated it will know how to protect and secure its flora and fauna, know how to guard 

their heritage sites, know how to work for backward regions and society, it will know how to promote 

the tourism and things the country is best known for. 

Education not just build and develop minds but also give them a power to choose the right path for their 

and others betterment. In order to maintain decorum and happiness, it is essential for the society to be 

educated as it will bridge all the gaps and prepare every individual towards a cordial, beautiful life with 

other human beings. 
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